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GARDEN SIDE NURSERIES INC.,
SHELBURNE VERMONT

.

WHOLESALE PRICE LIST , SUMMER 1935.

On this sheet will be found those plants, of which our supply is large
enough to permit a low price.All items not offered here, will be found in
our March circular, a- copy of which is enclosed .From this March list, we
allow a discount of 20% and we pay the postage.

PRICES ON THIS MIMECD SHEET DO NOT INCLUDE DELIVERY. Our terms are net
cash with order, or thirty days to those of established credit .Delivery
will be made at the noted time, or if possible, as requested by purchaser.

ACONITUM NAPELLUS SPARE T S VARIETY. Blossoms in July , branching heads of
very dark blue flowers.Fine for cutting.Fall delivery only.
10 for $1.50; 100 for $12.00; 1000 for $106.00

ANEMONE VERNAL IS. The earliest spring flowering variety, and a rockery
plant of high class. 10 for $1.50; 100 for $12.00; 1000 for $100.00

ASCLEPIAS TUBEROSA.The Butterfly Weed is one of our specialties .We
grow it in lining out sizes, and in plants large enough for resale.
In the summer we cut many dollars worth' of flowers from our beds.
The orange heads, last very well, when cut, and sell the plant when
seen in the' nursery.Fall delivery only.

• Seedlings, one year old. 10 for 350;1OO for '$3. 00; 1000 for $25.00
Seedlings, two years old. 10" for 500 ; 100 for £4.00; 1000 for $30.00
Heavy field grown plants. 10 for '$1.50; 100 for $12.00; 1000 for $100,

-ASTER BARR'S PINK. The finest tall Fall Aster, a deep rosy pink, on 4'

stems, quite early. 10 for $1.50 ;100 for £10.00
CAMPANULA BELLARDI MIRANDA. We find this quite the best of the Harebells

for the Rockery.lt grows only 2^-3" high, and the foliage makes s

dense close mat of dark
.

green. The flowers are on 4" stems, are a

clear light blue, all summer. 10 for &1.50;100 for :'. 12.00.
DICENTRA SPECTABILIS. Bleeding Heart. We grow a lot of it.Fine 3-5 bud

plents only, for September delivery. 10 for ^2.00;100 for £18.00.
DICTaMNUS FRAXINELLA. Red flower Gas" Plant .Strong flowering size.

10 for £1.50; 100 for £12.00; 1000 for ^100.00.
DORONICUM CAUCASICUM.Leopardsbane.A fine tall yellow daisy for May and

early June cutting. Strong single roots. 10 for #1. 00; 100 for |8.00«
DORONICUM CORDIFOLIUM.A fine new form, that flowers in early May, in open

branching heeds, on 15" stems. The foliage is good all summer. Not
weedy .Clumps force we 11. Single crowns . 10 for ^1.00 ; 100 for £'8.00

GEUM HELDREICHI SPL.The showiest orange red Geum, absolutely hard/y.Fine
for edging borders. 10 for ^1. 50; 100 for £12.00;1000 for £100.00

HELENIUM AUTUMNAL!. Sneeze-weed .Tall late yellow variety. See- Price below.
HEL . AUT . REVERTON GEM. Rich bronze red, with gold Center. See Price below.
EEL. aUT. HUBRUM. (True) .A darker red then Riverton Gem. Prices bel ow .

For Fall delivery ,

C

LUMPS . 10 for $1.00; 100 for $3". 00; 100 for $75.00
Spring delivery, STRONG EYES . 10 for 5O0;1OO for $4.50;1000 for $40.

EELIANTKEMUM. We offer strong field plants of the following varieties.
APRICOT; BEN LERKjBOULE DE FEU ; LEMON ; OR,-JSIGE ; ROSY GEM; WENDELL T S ROSE.
Fall delivery orjly,10 for £1.50; 100 for £12 . 00 (Absolutely true).

HEMEROCALLIS .Vie have strong one year old plants of the following named
varieties of Day Lilies, in absolutely true, stock. Prices are for
single plants, one or one hundred .SOVEREIGN, 250 ; GEORGE YELD,750;
GEM

, 500 ; CALYFSO , 400 ; GOLDEN 1 , 250 ; MRS. A. H.AUSTIN, 750 ; D. D. WYiMAN , 250 ;

GOLD DUST
, 150 ; DR . REGEL

, lf>$ ; HPS . WYMAN , 750 ;WINSOME , 500 ;

HEUCHERA.We offer strong young plants (1 yr.) of the following, at 10 for
$1*50; 100 for £12 .00 »—BRIS0IDE3 :CASCADE :EDGE HALL : FLAMBEAU : LA PERLE:

PLUIE DE FEU : RO SMUN DI : VI RGIN/.LE: (Absolutely true stock) .September.



IRIS SIBIRICA.We can supply the following varieties at 10 for fL.OO;
100 for v8 . 00 . -BUTTERFLY : EMPEROR-: FL0RR1E R ILEER : PEOGY PERRY:
PERRY ' S BLUE : SNOW QUEEN : SUNNYBROOK.

LILIES. We shall have large crops of the following for delivery as ready
beginning about Seotember 1st.
AMABILE.Like a small Tiger Lify . July .3 » . 10— $1. 50 ; 100— $12 .00
CALLOSUM. Very slender stem, flowers dull red. Prices as amabile.
CERNUUM.The pink L. tenuif olium.Rare . 10 for $2.50;100 for $20.00.
C0NC0L0R.Upright cup shaped blooms, very brilliant .

2
* .Prices as

HENRYI .Yellow , turk'scap flowers, in late summer.A fine hardy (amabil
lily, very permanent .6-9" bulbs, 10 for $1.50; 100 for £12.00.
PRINCEPS.This is a form of L. regale , slightly later, and is fine to J

plant for cutting to prolong the season. 6-8" bulbs; 500 each..

PRIDE OF CHARLOTTE.A new lily, of regal type, but later, and entirely
distinct. The finest and most easily grown of all. 6-8", -$1.25 eac^.
REGALE. Strong flowering bulbs, 6-8" @ 10 for $1.50; 100 for $12.00
SHELBURNE HYBRID STRAIN. The latest flowering type of L. regale , and
fine for cutting, as it strings its flowers out into August .We were
first to offer this, and have true stock. 6-8" , 750 each. 4-6"

, 400 eact?

TENUIFOLIUM.The little Coral Lily, is cheap and plentiful. Sell it fo
planting in shrubbery , and the border. 10 for |1.00; 100 ,§8. ;£75.-M.
TENUIFOLIUM GOLDEN GLEAM. The golden yellow counterpart of the Coral
Lily. Prices same as preceding . Size s on both, approx.T inch diameter.

MONARDA DIDYMA , CAMBRIDGE SCARLET. Fine for wet ground , and ' very brilliant
in midsummer. "e cut the blooms for sale. 10 for $1.00; 100 for $8.00*

PENSTEMON GRANDIFLORUS .The finest native Penst emon , and reliably hardy.
Tall stems of blue green leaves, and lavender purple flowers, on
fine stems for cutting. Try this, on our recommendation. 10-£l. 50 ; 100

PHLOX SUBULATA.We offer the following at 10 for ' 1.00 and ( £12 .00

.

100 for 08. 00. APPLEBLOSSOIvl:FAIRY:FRONDOSA: JERSEY BLUSH: LILAC INA:
ROSEA: AND WHITE.

POPPIES. We have a fine stock of one year old roots of the f ollowing, and
unless otherwise noted, they are all priced at 10 for $1.50 ;

100 -$Z.2»

CERISE BEAUTY. Bright glowing cerise .A. strong plant, and color.
E.A.BOWLES. Very delicate shell pink, large crinkled flower.
FAIRY. Shell pink, and very early .Slightly deeper than precedl ng.
JEANNE M_f"S0N. Lovely peach pink. Early , and a strong plant.'
JOYCE. Cerise and old rose. Extra .large flowers, on fine strong stems.
LULU A . NEELEY.Very fine dark red, best of its color. 10 for $2.;100-
MAY QUEEN. Double orange scarlet .Early. 10-£l. ;100-£8. 00. (§18.00
MRS i PERRY. Fine st rose pink peppy in existance.We have some very
fine one and two year' old roots. 2-yr, regular priees. 1-yr . 10 for $1.
100 for £8.00; 1000 for £60*00. Be sure to have* this for your trade.
PROSERPLNE.Ver;/ bright Chinese red .Striking. Late , tall , free „

WURTEMEERGIA. Bright est cerise scarlet .Enormous flowers. 10-$2. 00

.

PRIMULA POLYANTEUS .Bed or Yellow , in -separate colors. 10 for £l. ; iC0-£8.00
SEDUMS AND SEMPERVIVUMS.We have both in from thirty to fifty varieties,

and have culled all the poor sorts. If interested in them, at prices
around .

v

4.00 per 100, write for complete list.
THYMUS SERPYLLUM. A bright red strain, the best we know. 10 for £l.00;100-£f
TROLLIUS HYBRIDS. We have to move our extensile plantings of the finest

named varieties of Globef lowers , and will do so in July. At that time
we offer strong divisions of the follovfing varieties , at 10 for $1.50
100 for £12.00; 1000 for £100. 00.CANARY BIRD: EARLIEST OF ALL:EUROPFUS
LODDIGESI : SALAMANDER.: andSINENSIS.Every one is true to name.
TROLLIUS MIXED SEEDLINGS .Fine heavy plants, 100 for £10. ; 1000—£8.00
TROLLIUS

, 1-yr seedlings (September) from named sorts. 100-£2. 00; $15-L
r

VERONICA LONGIFOLIA SUBSESSILIS.Heavy two year old plants of this best of
all blue Speedwells. 10 for £1. 50; 100, £10. 00; 1000 for £90.00.
LINING OUT STOCK, in 2" pots, ready in August, £5.00 per 100; £40. M,


